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 Commitment to customers & Trustworthy 
Computing 

 Threat environment is evolving 
 Collaboration is key 
 No one vendor, partner, solution is enough 
 We’re going to announce 3 programs today 

that are about protecting customers trough 
collaboration 



 Microsoft Vulnerability Research 
 Microsoft Active Protections Program 
 Exploitability Index 



 Update Tuesday – Who can protect 
me?  

 Update Tuesday – Which are the 
most important? 

 Beyond Windows – what about all the 
other applications on my system? 



Who can 
protect me? 

Which are the 
most 

important? 

What about all 
the other 

applications 
on my system? 



  Microsoft Security 
Strategist since April 
2007 

  Founder of Symantec 
Vulnerability  
Research 

  One of the Artists 
Formerly Known as 
@stake 

  Former application 
penetration tester for 
fun and profit 



  For years, Microsoft has 
responsibly reported 3rd 
party vulnerabilities to 
affected vendors 

  Microsoft Vulnerability 
Research (MSVR) is a 
new program to 
formalize and go public 
with our work in these 
areas 



  …and you’ll never get 
away with it!! 

  Actually, our customers 
told us to do it (we 
heard voices) 

  Challenges = 
opportunities 







  A small rudder can turn 
the path of giant ships 

  The ship could be just 
Microsoft, or it can 
extend to the entire 
ecosystem 

  Is it so crazy to want to 
unite, like countries of 
the world fighting an 
alien invasion? 



  Proactive protection of 
customers on our 
platform 

  Work with other vendors 
to improve security for 
all 

  Evolve our security 
practices with the 
customer in mind 



  Begin with 3rd party 
vendors with the 
broadest impact to our 
customers 

  Collect ongoing field 
data to spot trends in 
order to determine when 
and how to expand 



  From within Microsoft  
  Vulns found through the use 

of our SDL tools 
  Vulns found by individuals 

within our security teams 

  From external finders 
  Researchers who thought 

they were reporting a 
Microsoft issue that turns out 
to be a 3rd party issue 

  Researchers who report 
blended threats involving 
both MS and 3rd party issues 



  How will I notice? 
  More secure platform 
  3rd party vendor 

acknowledgement 

  How can I participate? 
  Try the affected 3rd party 

vendor first ;-) 
  If you need help, talk to us at 

msvr@microsoft.com 

As always, report Microsoft vulnerabilities to us at secure@microsoft.com 



 When’s it going to start? 
  It has already begun! 

 Why don’t you just mind your own (buggy) 
business? 
 We hope to continue to improve ourselves, while 

helping others and learning from them as well – 
co-opetition! 

 Customers come first, and this is the next leap 
in the security industry’s evolution 

 Who are you looking at? 
 We gather feedback from customer data on 

which 3rd party software is installed most on the 
Windows platform. 





  Microsoft since Jan 2006 
  Government/Contractor  

CNO cyber specialist 
  Founder of USMC 

Information Assurance 
Red Team(MCIART) 

  Former USMC Computer 
Emergency Response 
Team(MAR-CERT) 
officer-in-charge 



  New Program to Share info in advance of monthly 
release of security updates 

  Designed to give defenders a head start in the 
race between exploit and protection availability  

  Shared with vetted participating members  



  Predictable monthly security update 
cycle 

  Malware authors take advantage of this 
  Changing threat environment 
  Instant security update deployment  

does not happen everywhere  
  Most test security updates prior to 

deployment 
  After 10AM, exploit code is 

becoming increasingly available 
  Example: Immunity’s MS08-025 

exploit code  







  It’s the old defend the castle and all of the mouse holes 
game-attackers know this and use it to their advantage 



  Change the game 
  Defenders need to get faster. 
  Attackers share.  So should we. 
 We need to create a program that 

has us working collaboratively… 
  Like… 



Take the Red Pill...  



 Open to Commercial Vendors  
 Vendors must create active protections 
 Must have a significant Microsoft customer base 
 NDA w/ Microsoft 
 Cannot be a seller of product(s) used to attack  
 Full criteria will be posted online:  
  http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/events/blackhat/default.mspx 

 To find out more (and to apply) 
 email mapp@microsoft.com 



   Demo of MS08-025 

Shout out to Bruce Dang…Go see his 
talk at   16:45 in  Augustus 3/4 



Security is an ecosystem 
concern ..why not arm the 

people that can help with the 
right information? 

Microsoft wants to 
better protect our 
mutual customers 



  A coalition around 
defense 

  New partners in 
their  fight against 
exploits 

  An industry 
working in a 
swifter and more 
proactive manner 
for our customers Skeptical, eh? 



 When’s it going to start? 
 October 2008 

 Are you worried about someone leaking vulnerability 
information? 
   The benefits outweigh the risk 
 Safeguard measures have been put in place. 

 What if you don’t let my favorite product company 
participate? 
 We are doing everything possible to get the right people in 
 We continually review our processes to better meet 

customer needs 



 MSRC since 2003 
  Blaster, Sasser, Zotob 

  PenTesting Air Force 
networks prior to 
that 

  Securing/Optimizing 
prior networks prior 
to that 

 Managing a Air 
Force network prior 
to that 



MAPP 

•  How Microsoft shares 
information to help 
ensure customers are 
secure even without 
updates 

Exploitability 
Index 

•  Helps customers 
prioritize updates and 
provides more 
information to make 
assessments 



  Additional information to help customers prioritize 
the security updates 

  Designed to give guidance on likelihood of 
functional exploit 

  Released each month as part of a Security 
Bulletin Summary from Microsoft 

  Developed based on watching trends in the 
ecosystem 



Customer  Situation:  
Updating is still difficult, and there’s still 

the “race condition” 

GOAL: Prediction of the 
Likelihood that Functional 

Exploit code will be released. 

Reality:  
While we answer this 

question in the 
bulletins today, it 

frequently changes 
within the first two 

weeks (sometimes two 
hours) after release. 

“Is there exploit 
code available?” 

Exploitability 
Index (XI) 

Evaluate exploitability 
of the vulnerabilities 
using industry 
methodology and 
MAPP partners. 

Provide a prediction 
of Likelihood of 
Exploitation for 

each Vulnerability 



Vulnerabilities 
Vulnerabilities 
where Exploit Code 
was available 

  2006:  29% of Microsoft vulnerabilities had public exploit code 
  2007:  21% of Microsoft vulnerabilities had public exploit code 







 Bulletin Severity Ratings 
 CVSS 



• A vulnerability whose exploitation could allow 
the propagation of an Internet worm without 
user action 

• A vulnerability whose exploitation could result in 
compromise of the confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability of users data, or of the integrity or 
availability of processing resources 

• Exploitability is mitigated to a significant 
degree by factors such as default 
configuration, auditing, or difficulty of 
exploitation 

• A vulnerability whose exploitation is extremely 
difficult, or whose impact is minimal 

Bulletin Ratings Assume a Determined 
and Skilled attacker 









Functioning Exploit Code Unlikely 

Inconsistent Exploit Code Likely 

Consistent Exploit Code Likely 





 When’s it going to start? 
 October 2008 

 Are you worried about increasing 
exploitation? 
  “update Tuesday, exploit Wednesday” 
 Giving customers more information is not a bad 

thing / BUT we’re not giving a cook-book. 
 What if you’re wrong? 

  It is risky (MS08-001 IGMP), but customers are 
asking for it & the methodology is from the 
community 

 We’re not going alone – MAPP members can 
comment as well. 



 All of these programs work in concert to 
provide defense in depth  

 MSVR – helps windows platform get 
more secure 

 MAPP – shares information so 
customers are protected without 
updates 

 XI – helps customers apply most 
important updates first 



• Update Tuesday – who can protect me? 
• MAPP increases the number of protectors, ready 
at 10:01 AM 

• Update Tuesday – which are the most important? 
• XI provides more information to help customers 
perform risk assessment 

• Beyond Windows – what about all the other stuff on 
my system? 

• MSVR takes security beyond corporate borders 
to third party software 



 mapp@microsoft.com 
 secure@microsoft.com 
 msvr@microsoft.com  
 MSRC Ecosystem Strategy Team Blog 

 http://blogs.technet.com/ecostrat/   




